
 

 
 

The Law of Quality Service 
Are Your Customers Bitter? 

 
"Good customer service costs less than bad customer service."  

                                            -Sally Gronow 
 
If I were to interview your customers today, how many would say you are the best quality service 
for their money? We inherited an automobile last year and took it to several mechanics for 
repairs. In one particular shop, there was a sign on the service counter that caught my attention. 
  

“The bitterness of poor quality is long remembered  
after the sweetness of low price is forgotten.” 

 
I took a photo of it and posted on social media. It received more positive comments than any of 
my posts that month.  
 
People will remember more how well you treated them than how much they paid. Everybody is 
looking for a “discount” today while income is down during the virus pandemic. Everyone likes 
to save money. However, smart buyers realize that if they pay more today for the best service, 
they will pay less later to make up for the low price paid to save a few dollars. 
 
Rick is a landscaper in our area who has an impeccable reputation but isn’t necessarily the least 
expensive. He offers prompt service, is courteous and fixes everything the first time. He is very 
personable. He seems to know every good company to do business with locally in every other 
industry. People ask him where to get their car repaired, who can paint their house, what pet 
veterinarian is the best. Rick knows everybody and has become the “GOAT” (Greatest Of All 
Time) resource for our neighborhood. He remembers birthdays, names, and pertinent 
information as he chats with everyone he meets. Is it any wonder Rick stays very busy? 
 

“Happy customers are your biggest advocates  
and can become your most successful sales team.” 

-Lisa Masiello 
 
Look at successful companies who have excellent service and charge accordingly. Their great 
reputations surpass their advertising.  They keep people coming back for more when the 



“bottom-dollar” discount businesses struggle to stay afloat. 
 
How does Lexus stay in business? Take your car in for service and when it is returned, it is 
sparkling clean, delivered by a well-dressed individual very respectfully. Their customer 
waiting lounge is well-furnished, has nice refreshments and a quiet atmosphere. The price is 
much more than some run-of-the-mill service center, but the quality of treatment is superior. 
 
How does Apple Care stay in business? Practically everything they sell is expensive, but they 
treat you like a valued customer. Call their help line and see. You will find that the major 
difference in their service is customer service training. I have never been able to get anyone at 
Microsoft on the phone to help me as fast as an Apple Care support service representative. 
 
How does Chick-Fil-A stay in business? They charge more for a chicken sandwich than most 
restaurants, but they have become one of the largest fast food stores in the country. They train 
their people to treat customers with the most respect. Chick-Fil-A outsells the closest chicken 
food competitor by practically a 5 to 1 advantage, even though they charge more, are only open 
six days a week and are not a worldwide business. Audiences tell me that their customer service 
is some of the best in the business.  
 
John Maxwell recounts the story of Chick-Fil-A founder, Truett Cathy, meeting with his senior 
managers. They each wanted to find ways the company could become bigger. Cathy answered, 
“If we get better at what we do, our customers will make us bigger.”  
 
And they did. 
 
I worked with an energy company at a managers and service reps conference. Their service 
technicians are already some of the best in the business in their region, but they want to be better. 
I told them about a friend last winter who posted how they helped him get his home heated one 
morning in an ice storm. Most other companies were home riding out the inclement weather, but 
their customers are making them bigger. 
  
 
 
Low Maintenance? 
When the pandemic began and businesses were only open by phone, you could tell who was 
going to keep their job and who wasn’t by their responses.  Some people you spoke to “vented” 
their frustrations to each customer. 

"Customer service shouldn't just be a department, it should be the entire company."  
-Tony Hsieh 

Many businesses are using online ordering to eliminate paying someone to answer the phone. 
The ones who have a live person to help customers need to bear in mind that the only touchpoint 
their customers have is that receptionist. That individual should be the best trained employee in 
dealing with both friendly and frustrated people. Sadly, that isn’t always true. 
 



I try to be low maintenance with people. I don’t want the person who hired me wondering if I 
have shown up at the hotel, if I am doing what I said I would or if there are any “surprises” in 
service they won’t like. 
 
How low maintenance is your organization for your clients or customers to work with you? 
During the pandemic’s partial close down of business, more people wanted goods and services 
delivered more easily. Retail sales skyrocketed the first month of full shut down due to people 
buying from home and having services delivered. 
 
My mother resides in an assisted living facility. She was not allowed to go out shopping for 
grocery or pharmacy items. We couldn’t deliver everything she needed either. Then we 
discovered Instacart, a delivery service for our local grocery store and pharmacy chains. We now 
place orders online and the items are delivered directly to her… usually within a couple of hours.  
The grocery items cost a little more when ordered online, but the quality and convenience are 
worth remembering… and worth repeating. 
 
Does the quality of your service justify the prices you charge? Do people remember you for 
being inexpensive or great at what you do?  
 
 
 
Bitter or Better? 
During the business shutdown, many companies went out of business for good. At first everyone 
blamed the pandemic, but the reality was that some companies were failing long before the this 
then.  
 

• Sweet Tomatoes, a soup and salad bar, announced their cessation of business three weeks 
into the shutdown. However, they had been struggling to stay afloat before 2020. 
Meanwhile, Panera Bread down the street from our local Sweet Tomatoes is always busy. 

 
• Sears filed for bankruptcy this past spring, but they have been in a death spiral for over 

10 years. They couldn’t find their niche when Walmart and Target stole their customers, 
but the problems go back farther. Had they switched to online business in the early 90s, 
they might be thriving today… and you might never have even heard of Amazon. 

 
• Pier One Imports retailers have struggled against Home Goods and many other retailers. 

During the 1990s many upstarts came along, but Pier One didn’t change enough with the 
times. They declared bankruptcy in February 2020 and closed all stores in May.  

 
• Modell’s Sporting Goods stores filed bankruptcy in March, just prior to the pandemic 

shutdown. Soon after, they began liquidating their inventory and closed their doors 
permanently.  

 
All of these companies were very good at what they did… but not good enough to excite 
customers to keep coming back. It wasn’t a government shutdown that closed them; rather it was 
a customer retreat that put them out of business. You can probably name a store in each industry 



that remained open through the Great Recession starting in 2008 and the Pandemic of 2020.  The 
difference was their unique service (or lack of it) and reputation among customers. 
 

“The more advocates you have, the fewer ads you have to buy.” 
-Dharmesh Shah 

 
Today, you can spend a fortune in marketing and advertising. Someone will always come around 
to take your money promising that they will make your name great. But if you dump money into 
advertising and can’t back it up with great service, you may as well flush it down the drain.  
 
However, you can invest in the best customer service, the best people training (yes, “soft skills”) 
and your customers will make you great. Why not invest your marketing money in being better 
and making your customers less bitter? 
 
How is becoming BETTER a goal you have set for your organization? Again, if I were to 
interview your customers today, how many would say you are the best quality service for their 
money? 
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